
INTRODUCTION

The present paper is an attempt to analyse Jerome K. Jerome’s essay, Symptoms within the

framework of the context clue technique. The technique is used to understand and manage the

unknown vocabulary in a text and therefore the framework is one of the constituent parts of the

reading skills. Kenneth J Pakenham argues that context clues are the hints that an author gives to

define or manage a difficult or unusual word. The clue may appear within the same sentence as the

word to which it refers, or it may follow in the preceding or following sentences or even paragraphs

(2013).

The reason for taking up the present analysis is that, everyone desires to achieve a better level

of comprehension to pass the school, college and university exams in higher grades. The intentions

behind this desire may differ from the intellectual developments to the economic enhancements. In

different social groups, the intellectual and economical treasures are considered the identification

marks of a successful person. In order to attain success, people most of the times depend upon

reading books, blogs, journals, news papers, thesis, research papers and all those sources which

contain written information. Therefore, whether performed for pleasure or information, reading
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activities become part of our daily lives. When the question of effective comprehension is raised in

academic and professional contexts, the skilled readers find themselves better placed in the

competition. Therefore, if students are trained to gain the appropriate strategies which facilitate

understanding, they are likely to be more successful in reading comprehension (Block: 1992). One

of such appropriate strategies is the context clue technique, which equips the novices and aspirants

with effective reading skills.

In the present paper, the relevance of the text Symptoms is that, the essay has been prescribed

for the undergraduate students in most of the Indian universities. The essay contains some medical

terms, which prove to be hard to manage by these young novices. The present paper intends to

identify the sentences in the text, which appear to be indicating the meanings of some medical

terms. At this point, however, there is necessity to stipulate some basic information about the

context clue technique.

As, it has been already discussed previously in this paper that ‘context clues’ are the hints,

provided by the author so that the reader could comprehend the meanings of the unusual words. In

other words, a context clue would assist the reader to decipher or manage the meaning of an

unfamiliar word or phrase in the same sentence or a nearby sentence. Another benefit is, if a

reader has a situation to perform quantitative reading and there is hardly any time to waste to look

up for individual words, the technique saves much of the precious time. Such a reader does not

desire to shatter concentration and make the reading an exasperating activity. Therefore, it is better

for the reader to learn the method of handling unfamiliar words. Thus reading, words in context,

helps to ensure a high level of focus and cognition. For the sake of convenience, Kenneth J.

classifies context clues into five different types – Definition Clues, Synonym Clues, Contrast Clues,

Example Clues, Explanation Clues. However, two more categories can also be included in the

classification i.e. Experience clues and Adjacent Clues.

A Definition Clue is a word or phrase that defines the unfamiliar word. For this, the reader

should look for the definition markers i.e., those words or phrases which define the unfamiliar

word, such as ‘defined as’, ‘means’, and ‘refers to’. The punctuation marks should also be looked

for because they set off a definition. The punctuation marks, such as quotation marks, parentheses,

and brackets often define the difficult words used in an academic writing. Look at the following

examples.

Discrimination or fraudulently targeting one or more groups by those who distinguish

themselves as superior from others can bring sufferings in the life of people.

Vulnerable people are often happen to be in need of protection under certain laws so that

others cannot take advantage of them.

For instance, in the above examples, the terms ‘Discrimination’ and Vulnerable’ can be

understood with the help of definition clues, such as ‘or’ and ‘are’ in the given the sentence.

Therefore, ‘Discrimination’ can be understood as ‘fraudulently targeting’. And ‘Vulnerable people’

are those whose ‘advantage others take’. In the examples cited above, the words in the bold are

the terms, which an inexperienced reader would probably feel difficult to grasp. However, the term

has been explained after the conjunction, ‘or’ and the italicized words have projected the explanation

of the terms. Therefore, the context clues in the text have assited to grasp the meaning of the text.

A Synonym Clue means, the next word or some another word has been used in the same or

next sentence. For instance, in the following example, the meaning of the term, ‘fallacious’ can be

grasped from the words used immediately after the ‘coma’. In the example cited below, the bold

word may appear difficult to understand, but the term has been explained in the italics after the
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coma.

The logic of the accused seems fallacious, mistaken, misleading – totally false.

A Contrast Clue introduces a contrast with the help of the contrast markers, such as however,

but instead of on, the other hand, on the contrary, whereas, in contrast, unlike, although, and

even though. In other words, a word or a group of words that has the opposite meaning reveals the

meaning of an unknown term. In the following examples, the meanings of ‘loquacious’ and ‘gregarious

creatures’ get revealed, when opposite meanings of these terms are taken into consideration, after

the contrast markers, ‘others’ and ‘but’. Therefore, the term ‘loquacious’ probably signifies as

talkative, expressive or extrovert. The meaning of ‘gregarious’ has been explained after ‘that’ in

the same example.

Although some men are loquacious, others hardly talk at all.

Lions are solitary creatures that prefer to hunt alone, but hyenas are gregarious creatures

that hunt in packs.

In Example Clues, specific examples are used to define an unfamiliar term. Thus, an example

clue is a word or a phrase which supplies an example to explain an unknown word. Therefore

expressions such as, ‘for example’, ‘for instance’, to illustrate’, ‘like’ and ‘such’ should be searched

for, because these words introduce examples in texts. Thus, the meanings of the terms, ‘celestial

bodies’ and ‘obsequious behaviour’ can be managed, while looking at the examples, cited in the

italics.

Celestial bodies, such as the sun, moon, and stars, are governed by predictable laws.

The principal disliked obsequious behaviour, such as flattering and bowing.

An Explanation Clue explains an unusual word within the sentence or in the sentence,

preceding immediately. For example, in the following sentence, meaning of the term, ‘somnolent’

has been explained within the same sentence, after ‘that’. Thus a ‘somnolent’ is a person who

needs medicine to stay alert.

Rakesh is so somnolent that he requires medication to help him stay alert, even for short

period of time.

An Adjacent Clue slightly differs from an Explanation Clue in the sense, that the former

explains the meaning of an unfamiliar word through a word or phrase in a nearby or an adjacent

sentence. However the letter, i.e. an Explanation Clue describes the meaning of an unfamiliar

word within the same sentence. In the following examples, the meaning of the term,

‘Nanotechnology’ is indicated in the adjacent sentence ‘As computer . . . to shrink . . . placing them

in everything . . .’ Therefore, the term seems to be signifying that in ‘Nanotechnology’, the objects

are made so small that they fit in small spaces.

These days the term, ‘Nanotechnology’ is discussed a lot in newspapers and journals.

The computer chips are made in small sizes, so that manufacturers could install them in

small spaces i.e. from tooth brushes to the human organs.

An Experience Clue refers to personal experience or background knowledge so that the

meaning of an unfamiliar word could be grasped. Therefore, the readers should look for a word or

a phrase or a sentence, which informs about a familiar experience. For instance in the following

example, the people related to computer field have the experience about the ‘duplicitous

advertisements’, making grand but false promises.

Youtubers and internet surfers are quiet familiar with duplicitous advertisements that make

grand but false promises.

Till now, the attempt was focused on the presentation and introduction of the context clue
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technique. From this point, the analysis of the essay, Symptoms will remain in the focus. After

reading the first paragraph of the Symptoms, it can be realized that the theme of the text revolves

around the diseases and their symptoms. If the opening paragraph of Symptoms is looked at, the

phrase in the bold, to some readers may seem difficult to grasp. However within the same sentence,

the author has explained the meaning of the phrase. And the circular could possibly mean, a written

document containing information about the symptoms of a sick liver. The context clue techniques

such as, the Definition Clue and the Explanation Clue describe the meaning of difficult words

and phrases within the same sentence. In the following example from Symptoms, the italicised part

of the text seems to be suggesting the phrase, ‘a patent liver-pill circular.

“I had just been reading a patent liver-pill circular, in which were detailed the various

symptoms by which a man could tell when his liver was out of order”. (Symptoms)

For some readers, the expression ‘Hay Fever’ may seem unusual, though all of them might be

aware of the word, ‘fever’. The adjacent word ‘hay’, though placed prior to the word, ‘fever’, yet

the expression is self-explanatory. The phrase seems to be indicating towards some ‘ailment’.

However, the readers can reassure themselves by referring back to the expression ‘slight ailment’,

within the same sentence. The suggestion is, that ‘Hay Fever’ means ‘slight ailment’

“I remember . . . the treatment for some slight ailment of which, I had a touch- Hay Fever,

I fancy it was”. (Symptoms)

Some readers may find it difficult to grasp the meaning of ‘Ague’. Since, in the previous lines

of the same paragraph, the author has described about his sickness due to ‘hay fever’ and ‘typhoid’,

therefore the word ‘Ague’ can also be considered as a kind of fever sickness. However, with in the

same sentence the hint is provided that ‘Ague’ is ‘the acute stage’ of the sickness. It can be

grasped that ‘Ague’ could be the acute stage in a kind of fever. So, in the following example also,

the meaning has been indicated through the Adjacent Clue and the Explanation Clue techniques.

“. . . so started alphabetically – read up Ague, and learned that I was sickening for it, and that

the acute stage would commence in about another fortnight”. (Symptoms)

An example of Contrast Clue can also be observed from the text of Symptoms. To some

readers, the expression ‘decrepit wreck’ may seem difficult to understand. However, if the previous

sentence is observed carefully, the author has been saying that he was happy in the reading room

but he ‘crawled out a decrepit wreck’. The suggestion is that ‘decrepit wreck’ in the present

context could be the person who is neither healthy, nor happy.

“I had walked into that reading room a happy, healthy man. I crawled out a decrepit wreck”.

(Symptoms)

While summarizing the present discussion, it can be settled that the context clue techniquehas

the potential to suggest the meaning of some difficult terms, given in the text, Symptoms. In the

present paper, the meanings of the terms such as, ‘hay fever’, ‘ague’, and ‘decrepit wreck’ have

been explained with the help of Adjacent Clue, Explanation Clue, and Contrast Clue techniques.

Due to the constraints of length and time, only the three terms have been explained with reference

to thesethree context clue techniques. Surely, there would be some more terms which could be

explained with the help of other techniques, stated in the present paper.
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